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A B S T R A C T   

Background and purpose: Conventional workflows for dose calculations require conversions between Hounsfield 
Units (HU) and the mass or electron density for Computed Tomography (CT) images in the Treatment Planning 
System (TPS). These conversions are scanner– and mostly kVp–dependent. A density representation or recon-
struction at the CT level can potentially simplify the workflow. This study aimed to investigate the agreement 
between these two methods for patients and different calculation algorithms. 
Materials and methods: Density conversions for conventional HU–density conversions were first established using 
two phantoms with appropriate inserts. Next, the differences in density and dose calculations between both 
methods were assessed using 95% Limits of Agreement (LOA) Bland–Altman analysis for 44 consecutive clinical 
patient cases. These cases represented a mix of indications, algorithms (collapsed cone, convolution super-
position, ray tracing, finite–size pencil beam, and Monte Carlo), and scan kVp (80 to 140) in two different 
commercial TPS. 
Results: No statistically significant bias in density or dose calculations was found between the two methods. 
Furthermore, 95% LOAs between both methods were ±0.05 g/cm3 and ±0.1 Gy for density and dose, respec-
tively. Small but clinically irrelevant dose differences were found in high–density gradient regions for convo-
lution superposition calculations or CT scans with non-delayed contrast agent injections with targets nearby 
vessels. 
Conclusions: The in vivo density–reconstructed images at the CT level were assessed to be equivalent. Therefore, 
they can simplify and improve clinical workflows, allowing patient–specific acquisitions for contouring and 
density–reconstructed images for dose calculations.   

1. Introduction 

A frequently used workflow for dose calculations (Fig. 1, upper line) 
requires a calibration curve based on a Computed Tomography (CT) 
image with calibrated inserts. This establishes the CT numbers corre-
sponding to the relative electron density (RED) or mass density (MD) 
curves. These curves are subsequently used to convert CT numbers to 
electron or mass densities for patients [1,2]. In clinical practice, specific 
acquisition kVp, such as 80 kVp for pediatrics, 140 kVp for large pa-
tients, or a combination for dual–energy CT can be useful for better 
image quality [3]. Therefore, two solutions are often applied: a) always 
acquire an additional 120 kVp CT with a specific filter for dose calcu-
lations and/or b) establish CT numbers corresponding to MD curves for 
all energies and filters available to use any energy (Fig. 1, upper line). 
The former solution (a) can result in registration issues due to patient 

movement, respiration or peristaltic movements between the two CTs. 
The latter solution (b) requires an extensive range of measurments and 
possibly misattribution of curves when manually attributed in the TPS. 
The former solution also allows acquisition without contrast agent. 
However, the presence of contrast agent generally leads to very low dose 
differences [4,5]. 

Another, less frequently, applied method (c) is binning into the 
chemical composition of human tissue [6–8], thus removing the need for 
extensive CT characterization. This method uses detailed material 
composition for attenuation and stopping powers and allows dose to 
medium or water in medium calculations [9]. However, this binning has 
the downside of not characterizing the scanner and possibly introducing 
issues with phantom representations and dose calculations, especially 
acrylic phantoms. This combination results in almost the same uncer-
tainty level in human tissues [6]. 
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In this study, a fourth method (d) was investigated [10–13] for pa-
tients. Instead of conversion at the Treatment Planning System (TPS) 
level, it can already be performed directly on the acquired CT by 
generating a density image through a specific imaging filter or kernel 
(Fig. 1, lower line). Based on Flatten et al.’s investigation on phantoms 
[10], this method can lead to uncertainties comparable to those of other 
methods. It can potentially solve the practical and safety issues associ-
ated with the most frequently applied method (the first method). 
However, it must be cautiously performed when combined with dual-
–energy CT [11]. It may also offer more robust results for proton dose 
calculations [12]. Finally, it simplifies using small field–of–view (FOV), 
kV–optimized images for contouring and large FOV MD images for dose 
calculations. This study aimed to investigate the agreement between the 
TPS– and CT–level conversion methods for various calculation algo-
rithms and clinical situations as the literature mainly treats phantom 
acquisitions, which can underestimate in vivo results. 

2. Material and methods 

2.1. Scanner and filters 

A SOMATOM Confidence RT Pro 64 CT scanner (Siemens Healthi-
neers, DE) was used for all image acquisitions. Five kVp were available; 
however, only four were clinically used: 80, 100, 120, and 140 kVp. This 
scanner permits using the DirectDensity® algorithm [14] to reconstruct 
any acquired image. DirectDensity® images were obtained by 
combining image–based bone detection with projection–based material 
decomposition. Depending on the algorithm option, CT values can also 
be reconstructed as RED and relative MD. For example, the Sd40 
reconstruction filter provided CT values as RED, whereas Sm40 provided 
CT values as relative MD. Only Sm40 was considered and compared with 
the standard Body Regular Level 38 (Br38) reconstruction filter in this 
study. This Br38 filter was a standard reconstruction filter and practi-
cally considered the “kV” filter for each energy. It was recommended by 
Siemens and resulted in a compromise between noise, spatial resolution, 
and contrast for contouring. 

Eq. (1) describes how CT pixel values [CTMD] as relative MD are 
represented, equivalent to the use of the classical Hounsfield Units (HU). 

MD = 0.001 × CTMD + 1g/cm3 (1)  

2.2. Treatment planning systems 

Two TPSs were studied: (1) Precision/iDMS (Accuray Inc, Madison, 
USA), and (2) Raystation (Research Labs, Stockholm, SE). Raystation 

performed dose calculations using a Collapsed Cone (CC) algorithm 
[15], whereas Precision performed dose calculations using the Convo-
lution Superposition (CS) algorithm for Tomotherapy®. For Cyberknife 
dose calculations, Ray Tracing, Finite–Size Pencil Beam (FSPB), or 
Monte Carlo were used. Monte Carlo calculations were performed at a 
2% uncertainty level. All algorithms used MD, except Ray Tracing and 
FSPB required electron densities. As a conversion is performed between 
CT value to one of both density types, the linear relation (1) was used for 
MD whereas a MD-RED correction using listed MD-RED values of the 
Gammex inserts was introduced for the RED curve in Precision for ray 
tracing and FSBP. 

2.3. Trueness verification on phantoms 

Trueness of density conversion was first verified on two different 
phantoms based on the results of Flatten et al [10], but extending with a 
second phantom: (1) the Gammex® Tomotherapy Cheese RMI Model 
467 phantom and (2) CIRSinc® Electron Density Model 062. Since the 
Gammex phantom was used to compute CT numbers corresponding to 
relative MD curves, trueness evaluation of density conversions was only 
performed for each insert of the CIRS phantom. These phantom results, 
extended to a second density phantom, were useful to assess the un-
certainty due to the use of a different phantom but did not present the 
main subject of this study. The phantom density and dosimetric evalu-
ation were therefore detailed in the supplementary file, S1 phantom- 
based trueness evaluation. More details about tissue equivalency of 
phantoms can be found on the work provided by Gomà et al [16]. 

2.4. Patients 

Forty–four routine clinical cases were considered, representing 
various localizations, treatment techniques, and dose calculations 
(Table 1). Two image series were reconstructed for each patient using 
both the Br38 standard reconstruction and DirectDensity® Sm40 algo-
rithms. This allowed direct pixel-to-pixel evaluation. 

Three patients were scanned at 80 kVp, four at 100 kVp, 31 at 120 
kVp, and six at 140 kVp. Cases 20 and 21 represented the same patient 
and treatment plan but were transferred between Precision and Rays-
tation. Cases 37 and 38 represented the same patient and treatment plan 
but respectively calculated using planning images at 80 kVp and at 140 
kVp. Informed consent was obtained from all patients for the anonymous 
use of data. 

Fig. 1. Overview of the conversion methods. The upper line represents conventional workflow using multiple conversion curves for different kV applications. The 
lower line represents the investigated workflow with mass or electron density conversion on the CT level, resulting in a single conversion curve for all CT acquisitions. 
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2.5. Image conversion evaluations 

The image value to density conversion was implicitly performed in 
the TPS during the dose calculation; however, these maps were not 
accessible to the user. A custom Python code was created to compare 
density conversions for all images using the same HU–density conver-
sions to investigate patient conversions. Therefore, density conversions 
for kV/Br38 images followed the measured conversion, whereas MD/ 
Sm40 images followed the direct relation (Eq. (1)). These relative MD 
maps for patients were compared using pixel–to–pixel Bland–Altman 
plots [17–19]. In the absence of a true value, Bland–Altman plots indi-
cate the 95% limits of agreement (LOA) between the two methods, 
which is explained in more detail by Giavarina [20]. In a Bland–Altman 
plot, the difference between methods A and B is represented as a func-
tion of the mean of methods A and B. Voxels outside the phantom or 
patient are highly affected by the noise; therefore, only voxels inside the 
phantom and patients were considered in this study. Because the num-
ber of points represented was very high, the Bland–Altman plots rep-
resented density heatmaps with hexagonal bins. These bins were shown 
using a log2 distribution to accentuate differences visually, even when 
these seldom occur. The histogram distribution for both axes was also 

shown in the borders to further accentuate the frequency of occurrence 
of differences. 

2.6. Dosimetric evaluations 

An evaluation was performed for dose calculations for patients. All 
treatments were planned based on Br38/kV images as performed in 
clinical practice. After plan validation by the medical physicist and the 
radiation oncologist, the plan was recomputed on the Sm40 Direct-
Density® CT images using the CT numbers corresponding to relative MD 
curves. Because there was no ground truth available for dose calcula-
tions, Bland–Altman plots for the evaluation of 95% LOAs were applied 
for voxel–to–voxel evaluations between the two methods. Finally, the 
following dosimetric indices were compared for all targets and Organs at 
Risk (OAR): D2cc for OARs, D95% for Target volumes, and Dmean for both. 
For case 16, the dose grid size influence was compared by recalculating a 
3 mm and 1 mm voxel size. One Precision/CS breast case (case 20) was 
recalculated in RayStation/CC for a direct comparison between CC and 
CS (case 21) by transferring the same plan from Precision/iDMS to 
Raystation for dose recalculation. 

3. Results 

3.1. Image conversion evaluations 

As detailed in the supplementary files S1, the use of the CIRS or the 
Gammex inserts may lead to slightly different values, depending on the 
kV or MD reconstruction for water (1–2%) and high density inserts 
(4–5% density bias). This difference in trueness may lead to a small bias 
in dose calculations. Overall, 95% LOAs were in the order of ±0.02 g/ 
cm3 on phantom. 

For patients, 95% LOAs between both density conversions were 
±0.05 g/cm3 without any statistically significant bias, as shown in 
Fig. 2. The log2 heat map shows that some differences were present, but 
with very low frequency. An example of a line density profile is shown in 
Fig. 5, where these small density differences can be found in high-
–density gradient regions such as interfaces/skin or lung alveoli. 

3.2. Dosimetric evaluations 

Fig. 3 shows in vivo dose differences with 95% LOAs of + –0.1 Gy 
between conventional density conversion and direct density images for 
all patients. Differences were visually exaggerated using a log2 scale to 
distinguish differences case by case. Some detailed patient evaluations 
are provided in the supplementary file S4. 

A distinction was observed between the CC (RayStation) and CS 
(Precision) dose calculations, leading to slightly different 95% LOAs of 
[–0.08; 0.07] Gy and [–0.13; 0.16] Gy, respectively, as shown in Sup-
plementary File S2. These differences could be thought to be attributed 
to the dose calculation voxel size. However, the differences between the 
1 mm and 3 mm voxel sizes, as shown in Supplementary File S3, were 
not the origin. These differences between CC and CS were further 
investigated by recalculating a tomotherapy iDMS plan (CS) using 
RayStation (CC). This is also shown in Supplementary Fig. S4.1. For 
breast cases, the largest dose differences were found in high–density 
gradients, such as the skin, and thus buildup. Line density and dose plots 
are shown in Fig. 5. 

The Bland Altman plots of dose indices (D2cc, D95% and Dmean) for all 
patients, as shown in Fig. 4, show 95% LOAs of <0.4 Gy. However, these 
were influenced by outliers originating from case 14, which is detailed in 
the discussion. As shown in the Supplementary Fig. S2, this resulted 
finally in a small linear bias and thus a difference in Dmean, D2cc, and 
D95%. No significant differences were observed between 120 kV, 80 kV, 
100 kV, or 140 kV results (see Supplementary Fig. S3). 

Table 1 
Summary of the fourty-four cases. RS, RayStation; Pr, Precision/iDMS; CC, 
Collapsed Cone; CS, Convolution Superposition; FSPB, Finite–Size Pencil Beam; 
RayT, Ray Tracing; MD, mass density; ED, electron density.  

Localisation Tube 
Voltage 
(kVp) 

Treatment 
Planning 
System 

Treatment 
Device 

Number of 
Patients 

Abdomen 80 RS [CC-MD] Tomotherapy 2 
100 RS [CC-MD] Halcyon 1 
120 PR [FSBP-ED] Cyberknife 1 

PR [RayT-ED] Cyberknife 2  

Bone 120 PR [RayT-ED] Cyberknife 1 
RS [CC-MD] Halcyon 2 

140 RS [CC-MD] Halcyon 1 
RS [CC-MD] Tomotherapy 1  

Breast 120 PR [CS-MD] Tomotherapy 4 
RS [CC-MD] Tomotherapy 1 
RS [CC-MD] Halcyon 1 

140 RS [CC-MD] Tomotherapy 1 
RS [CC-MD] Halcyon 1  

Head 80 RS [CC-MD] Halcyon 1 
100 RS [CC-MD] Tomotherapy 1 

RS [CC-MD] Halcyon 1 
120 PR [FSBP-ED] Cyberknife 1 

PR [RayT-ED] Cyberknife 2 
RS [CC-MD] Halcyon 1 

140 RS [CC-MD] Halcyon 1  

Head & Neck 120 PR [CS-MD] Tomotherapy 3 
RS [CC-MD] Halcyon 3  

Lung 120 PR [CS-MD] Tomotherapy 1 
PR [MC-ED] Cyberknife 1  

Medulloblastoma 100 RS [CC-MD] Tomotherapy 1 
120 RS [CC-MD] Tomotherapy 1  

Oesophagus 120 PR [CS-MD] Tomotherapy 1 
140 RS [CC-MD] Halcyon 1  

Pelvic 120 PR [CS-MD] Tomotherapy 1 
PR [RayT-ED] Cyberknife 1 
RS [CC-MD] Halcyon 4  
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4. Discussion 

The dose differences between the Br38/kV and Sm40/MD methods 
were minimal in vivo, without statistically significant bias. 95% LOAs 
were + –0.05 g/cm3 and + –0.1 Gy for density and dose, respectively. 

The results indicated small differences in interface and high–gradient 
density regions. Our results are in line with the literature, albeit with 
slightly larger dose differences in vivo compared to phantom results 
(using mostly electron density) [10,21,22] or other dose calculation 
algorithms using two different CT scans [13]. 

Fig. 2. Bland–Altman plots of the absolute mass density difference combined for all cases. The image (a) shows a linear scale, and the image (b) shows a log2 scale to 
show possible differences visually. The 95% Limits Of Agreement (+–0.05 g/cm3) between both methods are presented as blue dashed lines, whereas the absolute 
difference is presented as red dashed lines No statistically significant bias was found between the two investigated methods. (For interpretation of the references to 
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 3. Bland–Altman plots of the absolute dose difference for all treatment plans. The 95% Limits of Agreement of + –0.1 Gy are presented as blue dashed lines. (a) 
The image shows a linear scale. (b) The heat map represents a log2 scale to accentuate differences. There was no statistical significant bias. (For interpretation of the 
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 4. Bland–Altman plots of the absolute dose difference for dose values of interest. The blue dotted lines represent the 95% limits of agreement whilst the red 
dashed line represents the bias. (a) The graph represents the difference in mean dose between both methods for all targets (accentuated by blue crosses) and Organs 
At Risk. (b) The graph shows the difference between both methods for D2cc for OAR only. (c) The graph shows the D95% for targets only. (For interpretation of the 
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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CS (Precision) produced more important differences than CC 
(RayStation) between the Br38/kV– and Sm40/MD–based calculations. 
However, this was not because of the different dose calculation grids, as 
shown in Supplementary File S3. Also, to our knowledge, both dose 
calculations were based on dose–to–water calculations [9]. The origin 
was suspected to be due to a difference in the buildup and scatter cal-
culations combined with small differences between Br38/kV and Sm40/ 
MD in the interface regions. This was most exacerbated for breast 
treatments: high doses close to buildup regions combined with tangen-
tial fluence and high–density gradient interfaces were in high–dose re-
gions such as the skin and lung. This was most likely due to a) dose 
calculated in air, b) the small density difference in the buildup region 
leading to different exit and lateral scattered doses, and c) differences in 
immobilization device density conversions. These small differences in 
dose buildup are clinically irrelevant because the optimized PTV regions 
regularly follow a 3 mm retraction. Further differences between TPS 

dose calculations were outside the scope of this study. Finally, we 
believe that the absolute dose correspondences were excellent, with very 
good agreement between both methods: as shown in the supplementary 
files S1, the use of a different density phantom for calibration can 
introduce errors of the same magnitude. 

For case 14, density differences were present owing to a different 
representation of post–contrast injection in specific contrast–enhanced 
regions (such as the aorta and heart). This was due to a difference in 
contrast agent injection practice. Injection is performed in one or two 
phases depending on disease [23,24]. Injection for case 14 concerned a 
single phase injection followed immediately by the CT scan. This 
resulted in a high contrast agent concentration in the heart and great 
vessels present during acquisition, close to the target volume. This was 
also visible in the D2cc for OARs; the outliers indicated in Fig. 5 were 
mostly due to this case, thus enlarging the 95% LOAs. The general 
literature consensus, and also our practice, is that the presence of 

Fig. 5. Profile differences for a same plan be-
tween different algorithms and CT represen-
tations for a Breast case (50 Gy and 60 Gy 
boost). (a) CS (Precision) and dose difference 
between Br38/kV and Sm40/MD dose calcu-
lations. (b) CC (RayStation) and dose differ-
ence between Br38/kV and Sm40/MD dose 
calculations. (c) Line profiles of dose differ-
ences and density representations. The black 
line represents the dose difference between 
both density conversion methods for CS cal-
culations, whereas the red dashed line repre-
sents the differences between both density 
methods for CC calculations. Lower graph: 
corresponding density profile where small 
differences can be noted in density gradient 
regions, finally leading to clinically irrelevant 
dose differences between density conversions. 
(For interpretation of the references to colour 
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to 
the web version of this article.)   
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contrast agent only influences very slightly [4,5] and is clinically not 
relevant as otherwise a second CT scan would have to be acquired, 
which may lead to registration and movement issues. However, in this 
specific case 14, a density override in heart and vessels could have 
improved dose calculation accuracy. Because the density representation 
for Sm40/MD was, in absolute terms, lower than the Br38/kV repre-
sentation, this led to a better representation than Br38/kV when not 
applying a density override for such extreme case. 

This study has some limitations. First, there was a lack of radiation 
oncologist’s image quality assessment for contouring directly on the MD 
images. Generally speaking, radiation oncologists considered contrast 
slightly inferior for contouring compared to the Br38 (kV) image. 
Qualitatively speaking for contouring, artifacts due to dense bone, and 
thus beam hardening, were visually less important for Sm40/MD im-
ages, probably due to the explicit differentiation between bone and 
water. 

A future improvement could be the combination of the studied 
method (MD from a scanner) with binning in material composition 
(method c as outlined in the introduction). This should be more robust, 
as the scanner dependency is no longer present. 

MD reconstruction using the CT scanner was validated in vivo for 
clinical application. We showed that phantom verification under-
estimated in vivo uncertainty, and could introduce a small statistically 
significant, but clinically not significant, bias for high densities, 
depending on the used calibration phantom. However, in vivo agree-
ment remained excellent. 

In clinical practice, this offers the use of a single image qual-
ity–oriented scan with an appropriate kV/FOV for contouring and 
Sm40/MD reconstruction for dose calculations with less possibility of 
erroneous conversion curve attributions. 
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Appendix A. Supplementary data 

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi. 
org/10.1016/j.phro.2023.100463. 
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